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In July of 2016, ICI set out on a project to renovate the exterior skin of a nationally recognized 

hospital in Greeley, Colorado. North Colorado Medical Center entrusted us with the 

responsibilities of framing, hanging drywall, and installing interior shaft walls, along with 

exterior framing and sheathing on two of their detached six-story hospital wings. These scopes 

were expected to be accomplished while keeping the hospital fully functional. Over the course of 

52 weeks, winds up to 40 mph, and a small crew, ICI was able to turn this project over, ahead of 

schedule and under budget.  

SOLUTIONS OF SPECIAL PROJECTS 

Although the work environment was ever changing and full of obstacles, our crew worked 

tirelessly to ensure that the project was finished with pride. Overcoming the challenges that 

working on a swing stage created was by far our biggest roadblock; however, safety was also a 

major priority because our team had to find a way to keep a continuous work flow on a moving 

platform. With a minimal crew size, keeping the swing stages manned by two people was a 

scheduling difficulty but essential to keep each person safe and available to help keep the 

materials in place. This also served as the solution to help keep the work area accessible while 

high winds constantly blew. An extra set of hands helped to keep the temporary plastic window 

shields out of the way while screwing in paneling on the higher floors. We were not able to apply 

these performance solutions until later in assembly but fortunately for us, our hard work and 

efficient crews allowed us to finish the project quickly and cost effectively.  

EXCELLENCE IN PROJECT EXECUTION AND MANAGEMENT/TEAM APPROACH  

To install the outer skin of the building, extensive coordination was needed from the general 

contractor and each additional subcontractor. To achieve this, weekly meetings were organized 
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for all trades to stay updated and on the same page for each week’s agenda. The main 

coordination we took part in was working closely with the air barrier and metal panel 

subcontractors. We were tasked with the exterior framing, hanging drywall, and installing new 

skin in coordination with the other subs. To help with their efforts, the swing stages we were 

occupying were used by other subs as well. Our small crew had to come together in order to keep 

our agenda running smoothly and to help out others as well. When using the swing stages on the 

top 5 floors of the building, others could not be working below us so this required extra 

coordination from the ground crews. “Your crew, led by Eric Oliver (and occasionally by 

Bradley), has consistently done what it takes to maintain schedule, they’ve been easy to work 

with when it comes to onsite trade coordination, they’re able to accurately read and interpret 

plans, and have been very professional and courteous” GE Johnson’s project manager stated 

about our NCMC crew. He saw enough pride in our work and our team to send us this praise 

after the project came to an end.  

CONSTRUCTION INNOVATIONS/STATE OF THE ART ADVANCEMENT  

Rebuilding onto an existing exterior wall posed its own issues when the existing wall was 

waving. To fix this issue we had to get creative with how to affix the new structure to the old. 

The original plan of action was to install our drywall on top of the old metal panels. When we 

saw that the existing panels were not straight our plans had to change. At this point we began to 

add Z metal to the panels but this was unsuccessful as the frame was unable to screw in flush. 

We fixed this by using 4½” screws where the Z metal lined up with the perimeter of the panels 

and attaching the Z metal in the center of the panel with smaller screws. The larger screws on the 

outside were able to fasten to the existing framing while the smaller screws allowed for the 

center of the panel to be attached but not sink in causing another warp in the new panels. These 

changes kept the new panels and framing level while the existing structure remained.  

ENVIRONMENTAL/SAFETY  

Working on a swing stage created multiple safety hazards that needed to be addressed to keep 

our crews stable and calm while working six stories up. To cater to this, we had the resident 

foreman on the job trained as a trainer and designated as the competent person. Along with this, 

we had the foreman and all members of the crew become OSHA certified for Scaffolding Safety. 

The swing stages being unattached to the building presented their own risk. To combat this, daily 
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inspections were performed to ensure the equipment and every working part was in proper 

operating condition before allowing our crews to use them. Along with daily checks, we also 

utilized a rope grab harness system for all crew members and material to ensure safety. With 

these safety regulations, we kept ourselves and other crews’ safe throughout our presence on this 

job site.  

THAT’S A WRAP 

This project tested our problem-solving skills and perseverance but turning our scope over 30 

days ahead of schedule proved we had what it took to perform at maximum quality with 

minimum manpower. Our patience, team work, and efficiency was recognized throughout the 

project by other trades. This strengthened our relationship with the general contractor and created 

more job opportunities with GE Johnson.  
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ICI working on swing stages to hang sheathing on the interior wing of NCMC 

A full view of ICI crews hanging sheathing on the South side of NCMC 

ICI crew working on swing stages to hang sheathing on the interior wing of NCMC 
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A side view of the metal framing ICI installed on the exterior of NCMC 

A side view of the metal framing ICI installed on the exterior of NCMC 
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Aerial view of NCMC: ICI crews hanging sheathing off scaffolds on the roof of the building 

ICI crews framing the exterior of NCMC on a swing stage 


